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Presentation Notes
(Assuming an MC will do a basic introduction) Good afternoon everyone. (Jerry to introduce himself as he feels comfortable, depending on what the MC says about him first.) 



Transformation 
The transformation we champion is not 

only in ownership, representation at the 

most senior levels and employment 

equity: transformation also applies to 

the composition of the domestic 

tourism market and our role in serving 

that market. 

IMAGE: SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM 
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Through Thebe Tourism Group’s history runs our commitment to transformation of the tourism industry and of our country, for the betterment of all our people. The transformation we champion isn’t only in ownership, representation at the most senior levels and employment equity. Transformation also applies to the composition of the domestic tourism market and our role in serving that market. This is why I am here talking to you about a group of people who my colleagues at KayaFM, in their market segmentation research, call Afropolitans, roughly synonymous with the black middle class.



Opportunity 

Afropolitans remain an untapped source 
of revenue in domestic tourism. 

Why are middle-class black South 
Africans – Afropolitans – not travelling 
domestically for leisure in the numbers 
that they should? And what can we do 
about it? 

IMAGE: SOUTH AFRICAN TOURISM 
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Afropolitans remain an untapped source of revenue in domestic tourism. Some township based emerging business people have got the academic/financial means but have not had the exposure – therein lies the opportunity.[Personal anecdote: Jerry’s observations about his trip to OR Tambo, flight to Cape Town, the hotel where he’s staying. The point of the anecdote, which Jerry is free to modify, would be to illustrate that people who made every part of his trip possible – from the person driving the Gautrain or Uber, to the check-in person at the airport, to the desk manager at the hotel, and any other interesting ones that he might observe – had two things in common: they were black and they were employed. In fact, about 7 out of every 10 employed people in tourism are black/African, according to the 2015 Tourism Satellite Account. Yet most of these people ¬– employed black people who have the resources to travel, the people we mean when we talk about Afropolitans – are absent from the domestic holiday trip traveller numbers. The unintended result is that we miss an opportunity of creating ambassadors out of these people.] Why is this? Why are middle-class black South Africans – Afropolitans – not travelling domestically for leisure in the numbers that they should? And what can we do about it?I will give you a hint: It isn’t a lack of money or desire to travel that keeps Afropolitans away from domestic travel.In the time we have together, I am going to share with you some research, experiences and explanations that suggest answers to these questions. I will also propose ways the industry can work to better define, understand and access the Afropolitan market to drive growth in domestic travel, as well as tourism’s overall contribution to the country’s goals. 



The State of tourism in SA 

Type of trip 
Total number of domestic trips (R million) 

2014 2015 

Day Trips 244,1 224,8 

Tourist Trips 28,0 24,5 

Type of trip 
Revenue from trips in total (R million) 

2014 2015 

Inbound R106 728 R108 760 

Domestic R134 440 R140 931 

Source: Domestic Tourism Survey 2017, Grant Thornton 

Source: Tourism Satellite Account, StatsSA 
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I know that research and data aren’t exactly everyone’s idea of fun. Some of us prefer stories over statistics, and have brains that tune out when faced with too many figures. But remember, behind each of the figures are people like you and me. We need the research to understand their story so that our decisions are based on reality and result in the changes we hoped they would. Try if you can to imagine the people behind the figures, if statistics aren’t your thing. Think of it as an investigation. There is a story we have to piece together behind why Afropolitans aren’t travelling for leisure and only the research can help us. I’d like to start by taking you through some numbers on the state of domestic tourism and the size of this untapped Afropolitan market. These numbers should illustrate to you why it is critical for the sustainability and growth of domestic tourism to understand Afropolitans better and to get them travelling locally. The state of domestic tourismThe big, scary statistic coming out of the Domestic Tourism Survey which was released by South Africa Tourism, is that the number of domestic trips taken decreased between 2014 and 2015 – for both day trips and overnight trips. So, when looking at the bigger picture of overnight and day trips, South Africans in general are travelling less domestically than before. The story these numbers tells us is that South Africans have in recent years cut down on their domestic travel. We are taking fewer domestic trips. And even though the total spent on those trips increased in 2014, it decreased in 2015 by R3,5 million– approximately 14 percent – and looks set to have decreased further in 2016. Domestic tourism spending makes up a significant portion of total revenue tourism revenue. So a significant drop in domestic tourism spending in one year will be felt by every business and worker in the sector. The drop means that less was spent at local hotels, bed and breakfasts, attractions, domestic flights and car hire, tours, and more. That money supported jobs, which are in danger of being lost should this trend continue this year. 



Economic Transformation 
Radical economic transformation:   
 
TOURISM = vital sector for the South African 
economy’s transformation 
TOURISM = job creation.  
 
Therefore: We cannot afford to have an 
underperforming domestic tourism market 
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I believe that if you follow the latest talk around “Radical economic transformation” Tourism is a vital sector for the South African economy’s transformation, especially for job creation. We cannot afford to have an underperforming domestic tourism market.



Tourism & employment in SA 
Key findings from Tourism Satellite Account for South Africa 2015 

Source: Tourism – jobs, the economy and spending, StatsSA 

711 746 
Number of people employed 
in the tourism industry 1 in 22 

Employed individuals work 
in the tourism industry 

BROKEN DOWN AS FOLLOW 
29%  ROAD TRANSPORT 
20%  FOOD & BEVERAGE 
19%  ACCOMMODATION 
16%  RETAIL OF PRODUCTS 
16%  OTHER 

More people employed in 
tourism than in mining in 

South Africa 

TOURISM 
(711*) 

MINING 
 (462*)        

   > *thousands *thousands 

IMAGE: CAPE POINT PARTNERSHIP 



Missing in domestic  
 holiday travel 

70% of travellers in 2015 
was African/Black BUT  82% of these 

were VFR  

> DOUBLE  
the figure for other population groups 

= 
other population 
groups  - primary 
purpose of the 
overnight trip:  
• leisure 
• shopping  
• sport  

Source:: StatsSA 
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The missing group in domestic holiday travelWhen you drill down into to the numbers to see who is taking these domestic trips, you might not, at first look, see evidence for what I said earlier. You might not see that Afropolitans aren’t travelling for leisure in the numbers that they should. Roughly 70% of all domestic trips in 2015 were undertaken by people in the black/African population group. That’s almost representative of this population group’s size. So there doesn’t appear to be anything hugely amiss here. But to understand what I mean, we need to look at the purpose of the trips, which is where the disparity reveals itself, especially when it comes to overnight trips. Of all the overnight trips undertaken by people in the black/African group in 2015, a whopping 82% were to visit friends and relatives – VFR. This is more than double the figure for other population groups, for whom leisure, shopping and sport was the primary purpose of the overnight trip



Missing in domestic  
 holiday travel 
LEISURE | SHOPPING | SPORT 

BLACK 
9% of trips  
undertaken  
 
 
took more trips for religious 
reasons or to attend funerals 
than they did as holiday makers. 

WHITE 

2015  TRAVEL 

almost 60% of  
trips undertaken  

Source:: StatsSA 
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Only 9% of the trips undertaken by people in the black/African group in 2015 were for leisure, shopping or sport – compared to almost 60% for the white group. In fact, people in the black/African population group took more trips in 2015 for religious reasons or to attend funerals than they did as holiday makers. There is nothing wrong with VFR trips; it’s good for friends and relatives to visit each other. However, VFR trips typically have a lower average contribution to domestic tourism revenue as VFR travellers spend significantly less on accommodation, food and drinks, and recreational activities than they would when travelling for holiday. This is a point I will come back to later when discussing ways to get Afropolitans travelling for leisure. Herein lies the biggest opportunities in radical economic transformation.  We should be developing more local based products that reside in townships and villages and develop more heritage tourism routes.



Domestic daytrips 2015 

VFR was a distant second when it came to the 
purpose of day trips for this group. 

 

SHOPPING | LEISURE | SPORT 

>30% 

NUMBER #1 reason for day trips in 
the black population 

[ ] 

Source:: StatsSA 
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So those were the figures for overnight trips. A different picture emerges when you look at day trips – being trips where travellers leave their usual environment and return on the same day. The number one reason people in the black/African population group took a day trip in 2015 was for leisure, shopping or sport – especially to shop. Over 30% of these trips were to shop. VFR was a distant second when it came to the purpose of day trips for this group. Remember what I said earlier that it’s not a lack of money that keeps Afropolitans from travelling for leisure? They are taking day trips to shop, which suggests that there is something else going on other than finances when it comes to overnight trips for holiday purposes. 



Average spend 
Average spending per trip by purpose and population 

Black / 
African 

Coloured Indian White 

Day trip R1194 R1248 R1377 R1642 
Overnight 
trip 

R1068 R1092 R2307 R2065 

Data from January – December 2015 | Source: StatsSA 
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This is strongly backed up when you look at average spending per trip by purpose and population group.  People in the black/African group spent almost as much on average as other groups when taking day trips, but only about half as much as the rest when taking overnight trips . The story these numbers tell us is that there is one clear segment of domestic tourism where Afropolitans are missing. And that is domestic overnight trips for leisure, shopping and sport.  It is up to us to understand who exactly this missing group are and what they need in order to be convinced to take an overnight domestic holiday trip.



What if we could we convert just 
10% of the latent traveller? 

24,5 million domestic overnight trips (2015) 

17,1m Black travellers 

14m currently VFR (visiting friends and/or relatives) 

Convert 10% into leisure traveller = 1,4m 

R2,3 Billion 
Revenue 

Average overnight spend of SA population = R1633 

Impact on jobs in SA 
-staff retention 
-seasonal staff period lengthened 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine what it would mean for domestic tourism spending and jobs in South Africa if we could convert just 10% of the latent travellers into leisure travellers?70% of the 24,5 million domestic overnight trips taken in 2015 were by black travellers (17,1 million) but 82% (14m million) of these were visiting friends and/or relatives (VFR).   If we could convert just 10% of these VFR travellers into leisure travellers, this would mean 1,4 million new domestic tourists.  Using an average South African overnight spend (R1633) – this would equate to 2,3 Billion Rand revenue.  Now imagine the impact of this on job creation and the contribution of tourism to the vision 2020. For this to happen, we need to delve further into the research to understand who Afropolitans are, what makes them tick and what moves them to act. 



Understanding 
Afropolitans = roughly synonymous with the black middle class. 
But middle class is notoriously difficult to define.  

•  Marxist philosophy “how members of this group view themselves 
and define their values in relation to the other classes within 
society. The suburb-dwelling bourgeoisie”   

• The World Bank and the African Development Bank’s definition is 
based on spending: “Middleclass = anyone spending at least US$2 
per day.” based on this definition, 34.3% of Africa’s population were 
middle class. 

• There are also definitions that use income to define middle class, 
quite literally, as the income band right in the middle.  

• UCT Unilever Institute: consumption expenditure to define middle 
class. Black middle class in South Africa had grown to 4.2 million; 
that’s more than 3 million white middle class.  

the Afropolitan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding the AfropolitanI mentioned earlier that Afropolitans are roughly synonymous with the black middle class. But middle class is notoriously difficult to define.  Let me give you a sample of some of the different ways that exist to define it: There is one definition from Marxist philosophy that suggests middle class has more to do with how members of this group view themselves and define their values in relation to the other classes within society. The suburb-dwelling bourgeoisie, in other words according to Marxist. There is there more recent definition popularised by the World Bank and the African Development Bank, which is based on spending. Middle class by the banks’ definition is anyone spending at least US$2 per day. The AfDB said in 2011, based on this definition, that 34.3% of Africa’s population were middle class. There are also definitions that use income to define middle class, quite literally, as the income band right in the middle.  Then there is the definition from a 2012 study by the UCT Unilever Institute. The study used consumption expenditure to define middle class. It said the black middle class in South Africa had grown to 4.2 million; that’s more than 3 million white middle class. An edition of this study from five years earlier brought us the term “black diamonds” – a crude definition that seems to suggest that the black middle class are a commodity to be exploited. The purpose of why we are here today should be to try to understand the black middle class better - so that we can better serve them. Yes, I’ve mentioned the potential benefits to our sector and the economy if we manage to get them travelling for holiday in the numbers that they should.  But we are fortunate to work in an industry where our customers can get more from the experience than they pay – especially with holiday travel. The one-of-a-kind experiences people have when they travel for leisure last a lifetime and often change people’s lives for the better. Holiday travel gives people a new lease on life. It helps them find fresh perspectives on themselves and the world around them. It breaks down barrier and prejudices. The point I’m making is that there are many ways to define the black middle class. And the definition I find most realistic is the Afropolitan concept that Kaya FM uses to better understand their listeners.



Understanding 
the Afropolitan 

Qualitative and quantitative features of the Afropolitan: 
 

IN
C

O
M

E 
 

Earn enough to travel and exhibit spending patterns that 
suggest holiday travel is within the range of items they’d 
consider purchasing. 

VA
LU

ES
 

 Authenticity | New realism | Cosmopolitanism | Community  

LI
FE

-
ST

YL
E Inhabit both traditional and modern values comfortably and 

challenge aspects of either that they disagree with. 

SE
G

-
M

EN
TS

 Wide range of living circumstances and world views. 
Group is broader than black bourgeoisie: black members 
of economic and political elite 
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This definition combines some of the quantitative elements such as income and expenditure patterns. And it brings in the underlying drivers and aspirations that determine the needs, choices and lifestyle decisions of the black middle class.  It also has embedded in it some of the values that resonate with people on this continent – like a sense of responsibility to your community and a desire to build human connections that are not purely transactional. These are values we as tourism businesses should keep in mind when trying to get Afropolitans travelling. Here are more of the qualitative and quantitative features of this group: Income: Afropolitans earn enough to travel and exhibit spending patterns that suggest holiday travel is within the range of items they’d consider purchasing. The items they spend most of their money on include transport, housing and food. Clothing and furniture are the non-durable goods they spend most on because they want how the world sees them and their homes to match how they feel about themselves. Values: The core drivers of Afropolitans, according to the station’s research, are:Authenticity - a desire for real interactions, that goes beyond materialism and superficialityNew realism - a forward-looking movement that looks to adapt traditional wisdom for modern lifeCosmopolitanism – a reference point for lifestyle ideas and activities that is influenced by global trendsCommunity – a basis for creating lifestyles and making choices that is grounded in distinct but fluid communal identities. Lifestyle: Afropolitans feel they do not have to choose between traditional and modern values. They inhabit both comfortably and challenge aspects of either that they disagree with. Segments: And because of the wide range of living circumstances and world views of Afropolitans, the group is broader than what might be considered the black bourgeoisie – namely, black members of the economic and political elite. 



Segments of the Afropolitan 
FORERUNNERS BORN AFFLUENT SHAPE SHIFTERS KASI CERTIFIED 

Older consumers  lived 
through Apartheid 
 

Grew up in the suburbs of 
South Africa or grew up 
abroad and have returned 
‘home’.  

Strivers, movers & Shakers, 
social chameleons  
 

Born & bred in the township 
can afford to live in the 
suburbs but choose to 
spend most of their time in 
the township 

RESIDUAL EMERGENT DOMINANT DOMINANT 
• Consumes mainly 

traditional forms of media 
• Social clubs – jazz socials, 

golfing events 
 

• Back to my roots 
• Working towards my own 

hustle 
• Being a part of something 

bigger than yourself 
• Self development –  
  exploring new horizons 
 

• Highly driven to succeed – 
beyond a 9-5 

• Adapt easily to different  
  social settings 
• Their personal background 

drives them to make a 
difference in the lives of 
those around them. 

 

• The most Misunderstood 
segment 

• Unpretentious 
• Strong sense of self – not 

easily swayed by trends 
• Passionate about the  
  upliftment of their family  
  and community  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The concept of an Afropolitan helps us put aside some of the stereotypes that have stopped us from understanding this market and enticing them to experience holiday travel. Here are some examples of real-life people the Afropolitan concept helps us to imagine and understand: A retired, church-going grandmother whose pension supports a household that includes her young, adult daughter and her daughter’s children can be an Afropolitan. Her daughter who teaches in a school in the suburbs but has chosen to live with her mother in the township can also be an Afropolitan. An actuary who was the first in her family to go to university and feels as comfortable at a Friday night chisa nyama in Gugs as she does at Sunday brunch on Kloof Street can also be an Afropolitan. As you can see, the Afropolitan refuses to be confined to paradigms such as LSM or income that have typically defined how we speak to this market. And this is the main reason why our products and messaging in domestic tourism have not resonated with this community.  Our old ideas about who they are have created a gap between what we offer and what Afropolitans need and want. If our businesses and sector are to grow, and we are to reverse the decline in domestic trip numbers, we need to make adjustments to our offerings to get the Afropolitan travelling.



Getting the Afropolitan 
travelling 

What can we do to entice Afropolitans to visit 
their own beautiful and diverse country just 
because they can or because we make them 
want to? 
• We need to offer Afropolitans compelling 

reasons to shift more trips from VFR to holiday 
(leisure) trips. 

• We also need to get Afropolitans currently not 
travelling to travel for holiday. 

IMAGE: CAPE POINT PARTNERSHIP 
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Getting the Afropolitan travellingTo recap, this is where we are now in piecing the story together:  We understand better who Afropolitians are and know that our previous ideas about them prevented us from reaching them.  We also know where in the domestic tourism market they are absent: Afropolitans are underrepresented in domestic overnight trips for leisure, shopping or sports. Now we can get back to the final question I posed earlier:  What can we do to entice Afropolitans to visit their own beautiful and diverse country just because they can or because we make them want to? To start with, we saw earlier that Afropolitans are already travelling. In fact, they take more domestic trips than any other group, but those trips are VFR and many more of them do not travel at all.  The challenge we face as the tourism sector based on our new understanding is two-fold:We need to offer Afropolitans compelling reasons to shift more trips from VFR (and other social activities such as coming of age ceremonies, birthdays and weddings) to holiday trips.We also need to get Afropolitans currently not travelling to travel for holiday.



Getting the Afropolitan 
travelling 

IMAGE: KAYA FM 

Kaya FM Jazz Festival 2015 
 
Video link:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsLIqMa2jq4/ 
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Responding to the first challenge is a little bit easier than the second. Thanks to the segmentation the Kaya FM team have been kind enough to share, we now understand Afropolitans. We have an evidence-based method to identify their touch points and to design tourism products and messaging that will move them. For example – and I said earlier that I’d get back to this – the disproportionately large numbers of Afropolitans travelling VFR suggests that there is an opportunity to design tourism products that allow them to not only visit friends and family but to also make a holiday of it at the same time.

http://www.kayafm.co.za/travel-zanzibar-2016/


Getting the Afropolitan 
travelling 

Kaya FM Zanzibar 2016 
 
Video link:  
http://www.kayafm.co.za/travel-zanzibar-2016/ 
 

IMAGE: KAYA FM 
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Getting the Afropolitan 
travelling 

IMAGE: KAYA FM 

Kaya FM  Alps Ski Trip 2016 
 
Video Link: 
http://www.kayafm.co.za/travel-ski-tour-2016/ 
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Getting the Afropolitan 
travelling 

Tourism products designed around the 
religious and cultural grounds that 
matter to Afropolitans should also 
begin to form part of our regular 
product mix.  

We need to do more to cater for 
group travel 
 

Presenter
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We need to do more to cater for group travel:  Many of the Afropolitans who currently take domestic holiday trips travel in groups, like young single professionals taking long weekends away and trips to the Cape Town Jazz Festival with friends. This group of Afropolitans have found a way to travel for leisure in the way they want to, despite not having many tourism products designed specifically with them in mind. We need to change some of our long held views such as the fact the we use credit cards only to book for cars – what about the taxi fleet owner who only deals in cash?What about an all inclusive holiday? Tourism products designed around the religious and cultural grounds that matter to Afropolitans should also begin to form part of our regular product mix. Here are some possible ideas: Packaged trips for traditional weddings for city dwellers and their guests who return to the country’s smaller towns and villages to celebrate with extended family and residents.Funeral cover is a popular purchase among Afropolitans and could be made to include the cost of travel and accommodation of the bereaved. If an optional extra is provided in these plans, which includes overnight accommodation at a local Bed and Breakfast or Guesthouse for family when travelling to the funeral, it places the idea of utilising our tourism infrastructure, into the products that matter to this group.   In short, if we hope to convert the VFR trips of Afropolitans holiday travel, we need to be innovative and thoughtful in our product design and offering.



Getting the Afropolitan 
travelling 

IMAGE: KAYA FM 
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The Afropolitans not currently travelling domestically are more difficult to respond to – difficult but not impossible. This group includes nervous first-time travellers for whom holiday travel is an unknown entity. It also includes high net-worth Afropolitans who prefer the novelty of destinations elsewhere on the continent or in Latin America and Asia.  We need to ask ourselves: What do they need? The first group need us to be aware they exist and to not assume that many of the norms and conventions of the holiday travel market – like what is and isn’t included in the price of a travel package – are too obvious to explain or to be more transparent about. Incurring unexpected costs can put off a first-time traveller from ever traveling again and cause them to badmouth our industry to everyone they know. So it is in our interests as a sector to consider offering one, all-inclusive price to this group, to avoid nasty, unexpected surprises when the bill comes. This group needs an option of a door-to-door tourism product where it is clear what they are getting upfront, and where there are no surprises in the form of unexpected extras.  On the other hand, high net-worth Afropolitans enjoy novel experiences that they can document and share with their friends or on social media channels. They like to use their purchases to project an image to the world of how they see themselves – not just to show off, because KayaFM’s research suggests that there has been very little honest representation of this demographic in mainstream media. Overseas destinations have been doing a better job at speaking to our own people than we have locally. Other sectors such as car manufacturers and fashion brands have also been doing a better job at this than we have in tourism. They have been able to package buying a luxury German sedan or a handbag at a high-end boutique into an end-to-end experience that allows these Afropolitians to use the purchase to take back control of how they are represented and understood by the world.



Appealing to the Afropolitan 
The Mercedes Benz advertising campaign #EveryTerrain 
challenge, which saw big South African personalities paired, 
venturing across South Africa to create something new while 
journeying in the range of Mercedes Benz SUVs. 
 
Bra Hugh Masekela and J'Something from Mi Casa took to the 
Tsitsikamma coastline, to find inspiration to collaborate in 
writing a song in a 48hour period 
 
Video Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKZcPx2zP2s 
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The Mercedes Benz advertising campaign #EveryTerrain challenge, which saw big South African personalities paired, venturing across South Africa to create something new while journeying in the range of Mercedes Benz SUVs.Bra Hugh Masekela and J'Something from Mi Casa took to the Tsitsikamma coastline, to find inspiration to collaborate in writing a song in a 48hour period. (Option to show 20 seconds of the video perhaps –  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Nxt-z2BzAc)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKZcPx2zP2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKZcPx2zP2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKZcPx2zP2s


Appealing to the Afropolitan 

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmDnpzl0lOk  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Afro-Pop Star Lira journeyed with comedian Loyiso Gola into Northern KwaZulu Natal with the challenge of creating a song using a traditional Zulu song and combining it with a modern sound. “The video is three minutes long  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmDnpzl0lOk  … a section of it could be shown.”  There is another “episode” where Terry Pheto and Jeanie D collaborated to create poetry to depict women in a journey to the West Coast – just as inspiring as these.This campaign addresses so many of the things about a brand that the Afropolitan is looking for:It accesses music, culture, iconic personalities they can relate to, it entertains, and it’s about experiences – the website for the campaign even has ideas for travel in the areas where the stars were doing their challenge. It embraces our traditional cultures and creates something new and modern that can be claimed and owned by Afropolitans.This campaign inextricably ties the brand to everything that is good and creative and inspiring about our country and our people. Imagine if our tourism products did the same thing?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmDnpzl0lOk


Travel Aficionado 
High-end tourism products as an end-to-end 

experience that has all the glitz and glam to rival 

an awards show. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tourism sector should take a lesson from this and offer high-end tourism products as an end-to-end experience that has all the glitz and glam to rival an awards show. For this group a packaged deal like this would not be over the top – I call it Travel Aficionado.   Thank you.



Thank You 
 
www.thebetourism.co.za 
 
Tel:+27 11 447 7800 
Thebe House | 166 Jan Smuts Avenue 
Rosebank | Johannesburg | South Africa 
 
Office C5A | Sable Square Centre I cnr Ratanga & Bosmansdam 
Century City | Cape Town | South Africa 
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